A Dictionary: English and Burmese

Online dictionary for English and Burmese / Myanmar in both directions with a virtual keyboard to enter Burmese
letters by mouse clicks.Burmese English Dictionary Online Translation, Language, Grammar.Scrolling Index - lets you
browse the entire dictionary. Fastest English to Myanmar dictionary in the android market. Random search button
(shuffle), useful to.English - Burmese dictionary online at Glosbe, free. Browse phrases and ready translation
memories.Online dictionary for Myanmar and English languages in both directions with a virtual keyboard to enter
Myanmar Unicode characters by mouse clicks.Ornagai, English to Myanmar, Myanmar To English Dictionary.online
Myanmar dictionaries, available in 24 languages.iPhone iPad Apple Watch. Description. English to Myanmar,
Myanmar to English Dictionary. Official balimedkarangasem.com iOS App. What's New. Version History.*FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This practical Burmese-English, English- Burmese dictionary is designed to help English
speakers communicate in Burmese.While one of the few/only Burmese-English dictionaries available, this is merely a
photo-reprint of Judson's Burmese-English dictionary from the s.MyanmarEnglish Dictionary (Burmese:
??????-????????????????) is a modern Government project in Myanmar (formerly Burma), first published in.English
Burmese Dictionary - Burmese (Myanmar) English Dictionary travel dictionary to translate Burmese to English
displaying a list of words in English.Its never a good idea to be overly-relient on technology while traveling! Look up
words quickly and easily with this great little Burmese dictionary. Intended for.Burmese definition: 1. belonging to or
relating to Burma2. a person from Burma3. the main language spoken in Meaning of Burmese in the English
Dictionary.Myanmar definition: the official name of Burma, a country in Southeast Asia. Learn more.Definition of
Burmese - a member of the largest ethnic group of Burma (Myanmar) in SE Asia., a native or inhabitant of Burma., the
official language of Bu.Answer 1 of 2: You can't download a dictionary for Burmese to English on the Android Google
Translator app which won't do me any good on a.Download English-Myanmar Dictionary apk and all version history for
Android. English-Myanmar Offline Dictionary and Learning modules for Speaking .Myanmar definition, official name
of Burma. (this not unlike formal reference in the English language to 'The Netherlands' while informally using
'Holland').This is English - Myanmar (Burmese) dictionary. The dictionary works offline, search is very fast, and the
application has online social features. Dictionary.French Translation of Burmese The official Collins English-French
Dictionary online. Over French translations of English words and phrases.
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